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Abstrat

The objetive of this paper is to present a harge trapping ontrol method for

MIM apaitors in whih the dieletri is made of eletrospray-deposited silia

nanopartiles. The in�uene of the bias voltage on the impedane spetra of

the devies is analyzed, as well as the main ondution mehanisms along the

struture. The ontrol method allows to monitor and ontrol the long term

drifts in the impedane of these devies, whih are a result of the applied

bias voltages.
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1. Introdution

Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) apaitors are one of the essential ompo-

nents in analog, RF and mixed signal ICs due to their low parasiti apai-

tanes and high ondutive eletrodes [1, 2℄. Several studies have been made

to improve the apaitane density and redue the leakage urrent for SOC

(system-on-hip) appliations [3, 4, 5℄. MIM apaitors are typially fabri-

ated using photolithographi tehniques with a ontinuous dieletri layer

between the metal layers.

In reent years, though, dieletri nanopartiles, used as a dieletri ma-

terial between metal eletrodes, have been investigated to build enhaned

apaitors with higher apaitane densities [6, 7, 8, 9℄. In [10℄, it has been

reported that a metal-insulator-metal struture with SiO2 nanopartiles fab-

riated using an eletrospray tehnique (eMIM apaitor or superapaitor)
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showed an inrease of apaitane by a fator of 4.4 ompared to that of

a ontinuous dieletri layer. This reliable tehnique has the advantage of

being arried out at room temperature [11, 12, 13℄ and not requiring high

vauum onditions. This allows the deposition of a wide ranging of nanoma-

terials on a wide variety of substrates, inluding for example arbon based

devies [14, 15℄.

The typial eletrosprayed eMIM apaitor onsists of several layers of

dieletri nanospheres sandwihed between two eletrodes. When the eMIM

based on silia nanopartiles is analyzed at low frequenies, the apaitane

gets enhaned up to 1000 times [16℄, in omparison to the theoretial one

with a ontinuous layer of the same dieletri, thikness and area.

This enhanement in apaitane is assoiated to harge aumulation

on the surfaes of the nanospheres. It has also been notied that inreasing

the number of layers of nanospheres, by reduing their diameter, results in a

apaitane inrease.

The reent advanes in funtional nanostrutures along with their intrin-

si advantage of large surfae area to volume ratio has resulted in widespread

use of superapaitors as potential energy storage devies [17, 18℄. Sine the

overall performane of the superapaitor devies strongly depends on the

properties and the struture of the omponent materials, haraterization of

di�erent dieletri materials has beome one of the most important aspets

to be investigated to improve the energy storage performane.

The objetive of this paper is twofold. First, to eletrially haraterize

the devies, eMIMs made of silia nanopartiles, in DC and AC impedane for

di�erent bias voltages. It will be shown that the appliation of bias voltages

generates fast hanges in the impedane. At same time, if the bias voltage is

maintained for long times, slow and small drifts, whih an be assoiated to

the presene of harge trapping in the nanospheres, an also be observed in

the eletrial harateristis. The seond objetive of the paper is to present

a ontrol method that allows to ompensate and in real time these slow drifts.

This way the main eletrial harateristis of the devies an be onserved,

even when bias voltages are applied to the devies for long times.

The paper is divided in 4 setions. Setion 2 explains the devie fabri-

ation and haraterization. Setion 3 presents the small drifts with slow

dynamis that an be appreiated when applying bias voltages. Finally, Se-

tion 4 shows the experimental results obtained with the ontrols.
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2. Devie Fabriation and Charaterization

The eMIM apaitors used in this work have been fabriated at the UPC

Clean Room failities. A spei� eletrospray tehnique has been used to

deposit the SiO2 nanopartiles whih onstitute the dieletri layer. The

fabriation proess [10℄ starts with the deposition of a 17 µm thik photore-

sist layer on a glass substrate. A mask is then used to remove the photoresist

in the ative area. Next, a 427 nm-thik layer of aluminum is deposited by

sputtering. Lift-o� is then used to eth away the photoresist and, therefore,

the bottom eletrode is de�ned on the glass surfae. An aqueous olloidal

solution with 5% SiO2 nanopartiles of 255 nm diameter is plaed in a reser-

voir onneted to a needle. A high voltage is then applied between the needle

and the bottom eletrode to generate an aerosol of tiny droplets ontaining

the SiO2 nanopartiles that are transported over to the bottom eletrode.

Finally, a seond aluminum layer is deposited by thermal evaporation on

top of the nanopartiles through a shadow mask. This layer, of 1.1 µ thik,

onstitutes the top eletrode.

A vertial ross setion of the devies and a SEM apture showing the SiO2

nanospheres onstituting the dieletri are shown in Figure 1. The ative area

of the devies is 15.9 mm

2
. As ommented above, nanopartiles ontribute

with a large amount of harge trapped at their interfaes that produes a

strong inrease of the apaitane of the devie. Thus, the apaitane of the

eMIMs fabriated is around 30-35 nF, a value whih is approximately 1000

times greater than that of a MIM with the same dimensions and a ontinuous

silia layer as dieletri. Indeed, the eMIM an also be onsidered as a set of

many RC sub-iruits onneted in series, as shown in a reent work [16℄, but

the values of the sub-apaitanes are large enough that the total equivalent

apaitane is still very high.

2.1. DC Charaterization

A �rst objetive of this work involves investigating the e�ets of the bias

voltages applied on the eletrial performane of the devies fabriated, in

order to know whih ondution mehanisms are dominant. The voltages

applied an produe harge redistribution in the, nanosphere-based dieletri,

whih in turn an generate signi�ant hanges in the impedane spetra.

In order to know whih ondution mehanisms dominate in experimental

devies, I-V haraterization urves are usually measured at di�erent tem-

peratures. By analyzing how the di�erent ondution proesses math the
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experimental urves at di�erent temperatures, it is possible to assign one or

more spei� ondution mehanisms to the devies. Poole-Frenkel (P-F) is

a known ondution mehanism in dieletris in whih the thermal emission

of trapped harges within the forbidden gap is enhaned by band tilting due

to the appliation of an eletri �eld. The probability of emission inreases

for inreasing values of the eletri �eld. The urrent density due to P-F

emission is [19, 20℄:

J = qµNCE exp

[

−q(φT −
√

qE/πεrε0)

kT

]

, (1)

where q is the eletron harge, µ the eletron drift mobility, NC the density

of states in the ondution band, E the eletri �eld, φT the trap energy

level, εr the optial dieletri onstant, ε0 the permittivity in vauum, k the

Boltzmann onstant ant T the temperature.

Figure 2 shows the measured I-V values (irles) and the modeled Poole-

Frenkel (P-F) emission urves (solid lines) at di�erent temperatures sweeping

the range 30

◦
C - 60

◦
C. As it an be observed, the urves �t very well with the

experimental data, indiating that P-F emission is the dominant ondution

mehanism for this ase. Figure 3(a) shows that ln(J/V) versus V

1/2
is linear

for voltages above 0.5V, as is typial for P-F emission. The optial dieletri

onstant extrated from the �ttings ranges from 2 for 30

◦
C to 1.7 for 60

◦
C, whih orresponds to refrative indexes n =

√
µrεr ranging from 1.4

to 1.3. These values fully math with those provided by the nanopartile

manufaturer [21℄.

The trap energy level obtained is onstant at a value around 0.94 eV for all

temperatures. The redution of the urrent observed when the temperature

rises is due to the evaporation of water moleules, whih in turn produes a

redution of the eletrial ondution assoiated with ions [16℄. This e�et

produes a redution of arrier drift mobility and also a small redution of

the dieletri onstant as predited by the P-F model.

For voltages below 0.5 V, the Ohmi ondution, due to small breaks

in the dieletri layer, begins to gain in�uene, distorting the P-F urves of

Figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows that the I-V urves for suh low voltages tend

to linear, as is typial when ohmi ondution dominates.

These results indiate that for low voltages the variation of urrent as a

funtion of voltage, i.e. the hanges in the impedane of the eMIM, is mainly
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due to Ohmi ondution through possibly small breaks in the dieletri

layer. For high voltages, P-F emission dominates the I-V dependene and,

therefore, the variation of the impedane.

2.2. AC Charaterization

The next step is to investigate the impedane spetra and how these are

a�eted by the appliation of bias. To this end, an experiment has been

performed in whih di�erent onstant voltage stresses, ranging from -0.6 V

to +0.6 V, are applied onseutively to the eMIM. For eah voltage applied,

the orresponding Nyquist plot was measured with a preision impedane

analyser, using a 200 mV AC test signal and frequenies ranging from 20 Hz

to 200 kHz. The Nyquist plots obtained are shown in Figure 4 (irles). A fast

dynamis phenomenon, whih produes notieable hanges in the impedane

of the devie when it is under di�erent bias voltages, is learly observed.

In order to obtain more information about the mehanisms that may

be responsible for the observed behavior, �ttings with a iruital model

have been made. Among the di�erent models used, the transmission line

equivalent model, derived from �ux equations for two di�erent mobile harge

speies [22, 23℄, gave the best results. This model provides a �rst represen-

tation for mixed ioni and eletroni ondution (MIEC) devies. It is more

physially oriented than other typial, and simpler, models suh as Randles,

where Warburg and onstant elements are used [16, 24℄. The parameters of

the MIEC model, see Figure 5, are: 1) the distributed eletron and ion resis-

tanes Re and Ri (assoiated with ondution of these mobile harge speies

inside the dieletri), the distributed hemial apaitane Cch (due to harge

aumulated inside the dieletri), and the eletroni and ioni apaitanes

and resistanes of the eletrodes Rke, Cke, Rki, Cki.

As an be observed in Table 1, Ri and Re, whih respetively model the

behavior of eletron and ion ondution, derease as the bias voltage applied

inreases. This indiates that both arrier speies inrease ondution with

bias voltage, mainly due to ohmi ondution at low voltages and due to P-F

emission at high voltages. The variation is more notieable in the ions ase,

therefore indiating that ions are more sensitive to voltage variation. On the

other hand, the eletron resistane, Re, is several orders of magnitude lower

than that of ions, Ri, as shown in Table 1, probably due to sluggish of the ion

di�usion proess [25℄ and therefore indiating that ion ondution veloity is

muh lower than that of eletrons.
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It an also be observed that the ontat resistanes Rke and Rki do not

depend on the bias voltage, while the ontat apaitane due to the au-

mulation of harge dereases with voltage variation only for ions (Cki). This

again suggests that ions are more sensitive to voltage hanges. Moreover, we

believe that the redution of Cki observed for high DC voltages may be due

to thermal evaporation after ontat heating.

On the other hand, the hemial apaitane, Cch exhibits some small

variation with the voltages applied, being its values around 0.3 nF. This

hemial apaitane is assoiated with the amount of speies (eletrons and

ions) aumulated into the devie due to ambipolar di�usion mehanisms in

terms of Fik's �rst law [23℄. When DC voltage inreases the di�usion oe�-

ient also inreases, produing a slight redution of the hemial apaitane.

Finally, the Cke parameter is assoiated to eletron aumulation near the

ontats ant it does not depend on di�usion mehanisms.

3. Towards the Control Method

Our next set of experiments is aimed at investigating the e�et of applying

voltages of di�erent polarity for long times on a key feature of the devie:

its apaitane-voltage (C-V) harateristi. To this e�et, the devie was

stressed with a sequene of alternative bias voltages of 0.6 V and -0.6 V in

intervals of 2 hours, see Figure 6(a).

The C-V urves measured after eah onstant voltage appliation are

shown in Figure 6(b). As it an be observed, the C-Vs have an approxi-

mately paraboli shape. It is also seen that horizontal C-V displaements

to the right are produed at t=2, 6, 10 and 14 h, where the positive volt-

age was last applied. On the other hand, horizontal C-V displaements to

the left are produed at t=4, 8 and 12 h, after the appliation of negative

voltage. Aordingly with the disussions made in the previous setion, two

harge-related e�ets an be identi�ed here: applying voltages of di�erent

sign produes notieable e�et in the Nyquist plot of the devie, due to fast

harge redistribution in the dieletri; whereas applying onstant bias for a

long time implies long term drifts in the impedane, due to harge trapping.

This last e�et is notied by the horizontal shifts of the C-V harateristis.

The kind of behavior observed in the experiment of Figure 6 strongly re-

sembles that obtained with MEMS swithes working in open-state and MOS

apaitors, [26℄. For instane, having a paraboli C-V has been exploited

for MEMS in [27, 28℄, where measuring the position of the C-V minimum
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provides an estimation of the voltage shift produed by the amount of harge

stored in the dieletri. However, this tehnique, referred to as enter-shift

method, is not ompatible with obtaining the harging dynamis, beause a

ertain time is required to perform eah C-V measurement, whih addition-

ally will distort the amount of trapped harge, sine di�erent voltages are

applied to obtained a single C-V urve. To solve this problem, a minimally

invasive method, allowing to dynamially monitor the horizontal shifts of the

the C-V shifts, was proposed in [29, 30℄. There, the voltage shift, and thus

the harge status of the devie, is obtained from only two apaitane values,

measured at voltages of di�erent sign in lose instants of time, fast swithing.

All these methods are insensitive to vertial displaements of the C-V urve,

an e�et that is also observed in our experiments. These displaement are

usually due to variation in environmental fators, suh as temperature.

The opposite e�ets of applying voltages of di�erent sign, together with

the method of inferring the voltage C-V shift through two apaitane measurements

are used in [29, 31℄ to implement a ontrol strategy that allows ontrolling

harge trapping. Conretely, a sigma-delta loop allows to suessfully set

and maintain the displaement of the C-V, and thus the voltage shift or the

dieletri harge, to a target value.

Taking into aount the parallelism of the results obtained with the

MEMS ase, we have used a similar ontrol strategy to set and stabilize

the C-V shift (and therefore the harging status) of our eMIM apaitors to

a desired position. The �rst step towards this objetive is to verify if the

bipolar waveforms used for MEMS ontrol in [29, 30℄ are also appliable to

our ase. These waveforms, alled symbols BIT0 and BIT1 and desribed

in Figure 7, allow both devie atuation and C-V shift estimation. They

have a total time length Ts and two voltage levels, V +
>0 and V −

<0. In

BIT0(BIT1), V −
(V +

) is applied for a time (1 − δ)Ts, with δ<1, whereas
V +

(V −
) is applied for a shorter time δTs.

The parameters V −
, V +

, δ and Ts are hosen so that applying BIT0 or

BIT1 generates horizontal C-V shifts of di�erent sign. Moreover, aordingly

to the experimental results reported above, in Figure 6(b), applying BIT0s

to our eMIM apaitors should produe left shifts of the C-V; and, symmet-

rially, BIT1s should produe right shifts of the C-V. Figure 7 also illustrates

the desired e�et of BIT0 and BIT1 on the C-V shifts.

Additionally, a di�erential apaitane ∆C is obtained from two apai-
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tane measurements performed within eah symbol, as follows:

∆C = C(V +)− C(V −) =

{

C(Ts)− C((1− δ)Ts), BIT0

C((1− δ)Ts)− C(Ts), BIT1
(2)

On the other hand, the paraboli funtion used to model the C-V har-

ateristi of our devies an be written as:

C(V, t) = α(V − Vsh(t))
2 + C0, (3)

where Vsh is the voltage shift, α is the parabola parameter and C0 is the

minimum value of the apaitane. These two parameters an be easily

obtained by �tting (3) with the measurement data.

As it is well known, small hanges in temperature or humidity ould result

in vertial displaements of the C-V. These in�uenes an be aounted as

slow time variations C0(t). Just to minimize these e�ets, at the end of eah

symbol the apaitane measurements are taken at two di�erent points of

the C-V urve in lose instants of time t and t +∆t suh that ∆t is smaller

than the time onstants involved in the dynamis of the devie. In suh a

ase, we an write C0(t) = C0(t + ∆t). With this approah the di�erential

apaitane obtained at the end of eah symbol an be written as:

∆C = α[(V +)2 − (V −)2]− 2αVsh[V
+ − V −], (4)

whih illustrates the relation between the voltage shift and the quasi-di�erential

apaitane. It also indiates that ∆C is independent of C0(t), and therefore

it is not sensitive to the vertial shifts of the C-V that may our during the

measurements.

As ommented above, the main objetive of the ontrol is to maintain a

desired state variable by periodially monitoring it and applying an appro-

priate sequene of ontrol signals through a feedbak loop. In this ase of

eMIM apaitors, the state variable to be monitored and ontrolled is the

di�erential apaitane ∆C. Figure 7 also illustrates the ontrol strategy: a
value of ∆C (then of Vsh, or of the harge status in the dieletri) is measured

at the end of eah BITx appliation. Comparing this value with a previously

given threshold ∆Cth, the next symbol to be applied, either a BIT0 or a
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BIT1, is deided aording to the following law:

nextBIT =

{

BIT1 when∆C < ∆Cth,

BIT0 otherwise,
(5)

Now the implementation of the ontrol using sigma-delta modulation be-

omes straightforward, as shown in Figure 8. The ontrol iruit samples

∆C at periodi times nTs, and uses a �rst-order sigma-delta loop to apply

an adequate sequene of bipolar symbols BIT0 and BIT1 during the next

sampling intervals to maintain it around a previously given threshold value

∆Cth.

4. Experimental Results and Disussion

The experiments reported in this setion have two main objetives. The

�rst is to observe the drift dynamis in the devie through open loop experi-

ments and to verify that the appliation of symbols BIT0 and BIT1 produes

the expeted e�ets in the form of C-V shifts in opposite diretions.

The seond objetive is to investigate the e�etiveness of the proposed

ontrol. In partiular, that it allows the ontinuous ompensation of this

drift, therefore entailing stabilization of the impedane of the devie in the

long term. Possible appliations of this type of ontrols are reliability and

lifetime improvement or performane improvement in sensing appliations.

4.1. Open loop Experiments

The harging dynamis an be seen in Figure 9, whih shows the evolution

of∆C(t) for the ontinuous appliation of BIT0 and BIT1 waveforms, in time

intervals of 4h. As it an be observed, BIT1s tend to derease ∆C(t), there-
fore inreasing the assoiated voltage shift, whereas the opposite behaviour

an be notied with the appliation of BIT0 waveforms. These results are

onsistent with those in Figure 6, where the ontinuous appliation of 0.6 V

inreased the voltage shift (and the reverse behaviour was obtained for -0.6

V).

Now, Figure 10 shows the Nyquist plots of the same experiment, measured

every 4 h. After eah period of 4h, three Nyquist plots are measured at: 0

V, 40 mV and 70 mV. The bottom plot shows a zoom of the �nal part of the

Nyquist plots. The order to the initial plot is (70 mV → 40 mV → 0 V). The

appliation of BIT1s tends to impose this order in the Nyquist plot: (70 mV
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→ 40 mV → 0 V). The appliation of BIT0s tends to impose either (40 mV

→ 0 V → 70 mV) or (0 V → 40 mV → 70 mV). This means that applying

BIT0s (whih is equivalent to apply a negative voltage most of the time)

tends to derease the Nyquist plot for 0 V, whereas the opposite behaviour

is obtained for BIT1.

Disussion. From these open loop experiments, it is obvious that BIT0

and BIT1 waveforms are e�etive in generating voltage shifts of di�erent

sign. These voltage shifts an be understood as small shifts of the Nyquist

plots taken at any bias voltage. In our ase, sine the observed shifts in the

C-V urves are small (< 100mV ), the e�et an be seen more easily when

the Nyquist plots are taken with low bias voltages (voltages of the order of

the shifts in the C-V urves). In our ase, then, the Nyquist plots at 0 V, 40

mV and 70 mV are reordered.

4.2. Closed loop Experiments

In these experiments the ontrol method proposed has been applied to

our eMIM apaitors. To minimize the e�ets of environmental variations in

the apaitane measurements, the devie has been maintained at a onstant

temperature on a thermal huk using a STC200 temperature ontroller. A

preision LCR Meter has been used to generate the BIT waveforms and to

perform the periodi apaitane measurements. C-V measurements with a

500 mV�100 KHz AC test signal have also been performed.

The �rst experiment reported was aimed at investigating the ontrol a-

pabilities. It onsisted of applying the ontrol to reah a sequene of seven

di�erent values of ∆Cth, ranging from -60 to 120 pF and eah lasting for

15 min. At the end of eah ∆Cth step, the ontrol was paused to perform

a fast C-V measurement. A onstant temperature of 50

◦
C is maintained

to minimize the vertial displaements in the C-V urves. Figure 11 shows

the evolution of the di�erential apaitane ∆C as a funtion of time. A

transient an be observed at the beginning of eah interval where ∆C either

inreases or dereases with the appliation of BIT0/BIT1 waveforms until

it reahes the desired threshold ∆Cth. One this target has been reahed,

the ontrol loop injets appropriate BIT sequenes to keep it onstant. The

"noisy" shape of the urve is due to the voltage swithing made at eah BIT,

neessary to measure∆C. Let us note that, although the ontrol experiments

performed have not been very long (105 min in the experiment reported in

Figure 11 and 14 h in that reported later in Figure 13, no spei� reliability

problems that might be linked to the fast swithing produed by the ontrol
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have been observed. On the other hand, let us also note that the thermal

e�ets have been negligible in our ontrol experiments, sine the maximum

power dissipated is approximately 0.1 µW (the applied voltages are ±0.6 V

and the real part of the impedane is above 3.5 MΩ).
The evolution of the average bitstream provided by the ontrol loop is

also shown in Figure 11. It is observed that eah time a new target is set, the

feedbak loop applies a ontinuous sequene of BIT0/BIT1 waveforms until

it reahes suh target; after that a slow evolution of the average bitstream is

always observed. However, the threshold level set at t=90 min, ∆Cth=120

pF, is so large that the ontrol loop ould not reah it in the short time lapse

onsidered. Additionally, Figure 12 shows the displaements of the C-V

harateristis of the devie obtained at the end of eah ontrol experiment.

The orresponding voltage shift values measured taking 0 V as the initial

voltage shift are also shown.

We an onlude that, within some limits, the experiment demonstrates

that the ontrol proposed allows suessfully setting and stabilizing the shift

of the C-V to previously given target positions. Moreover, in eah ontrol

step the behaviour observed strongly resembles that of a sliding mode on-

troller [32, 33℄: an initial transient-reahing phase, with fast dynamis and

strong variation of the bitstream, until the threshold value is reahed; then,

a steady-state sliding phase, in whih slow dynamis and thus slow vari-

ation of the bitstream is observed. This behavior has also been reported

and analyzed in other works, in whih sigma-delta loops are used to ontrol

other types of devies, suh as wind anemometers, MEMS swithes or MOS

apaitors [32, 33℄.

Finally, a long-time ontrol experiment has been sheduled, with several

di�erent values of ∆Cth, now eah lasting for 2 hours. The temperature was

set to 50

◦
C and fast C-V measurements were performed at the end of the

ontrol steps. The evolution of ∆C and the bitstream during the experi-

ment are plotted in Figure 13. It an be seen that all targets are reahed

suessfully. Besides, as it was also observed in the previous ontrol exper-

iment, at eah ontrol step the sigma-delta loop applies either a BIT0 or a

BIT1 waveform during the initial transient (reahing phase), and that one it

reahes the threshold level it injets an appropriate sequene of BIT0-BIT1

waveforms to maintain ∆C almost onstant around ∆Cth (sliding phase).

The slow evolution of the average bitstream in the sliding phase, here more

notieable than in the experiment of Figure 11, gives the BIT0/BIT1 ratios

(and thus the average voltage) neessary to maintain the ontrol during the
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experiment. Figure 14 shows the horizontal displaements of the C-V har-

ateristis of the devie and the voltage shift values measured at the end of

eah ontrol step.

Conlusions

Eletrial haraterization to investigate the dominant ondution meh-

anisms in MIM apaitors with eletrospray-deposited SiO2 nanopartiles as

dieletri has been performed. Poole-Frenkel emission has been identi�ed

as the main ondution mehanism for high bias voltages applied, whereas

ohmi ondution beomes dominant for low voltages. It has been also

found that the onstant appliation of a bias voltage generates drifts in the

impedane of the devie and presents a double dynamis: a fast one in whih

the Nyquist plot hanges instantaneously and a seond one, in whih the

appliation of the bias for long times generates small drifts.

It has been demonstrated that it is possible to ontrol suessfully the

drift of the C-V harateristi of the apaitors by generating an appropriate

average bias voltage, using a ontrol based on sigma-delta modulation. This

entails the possibility of stabilizing the impedane of this kind of devies

at long term, with potential bene�ts suh as reliability improvements or

performane improvements in sensing appliations.
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Tables and Figures

SiO2

nanospheres
Metal PAD

a)

b)

Metal PAD

Glass substrate

Photoresist

Figure 1: a) Shemati ross setion of the devies fabriated. b) SEM apture of the

dieletri layer.

Table 1: Fitting parameters of the MIEC model in Figure 4.

Bias [V℄ 0.05 0 -0.05 0.3 -0.3 0.6 -0.6

Re [Ω℄ 140 110 140 110 80 70 70

Ri [MΩ℄ 10.5 10.1 9.7 7.4 4.65 1.5 1.2

Rke [MΩ℄ 300 300 300 300 300 350 350

Rki [MΩ℄ 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.95 1.21

Cke [pF℄ 450 450 450 450 450 480 480

Cki [pF℄ 1000 1000 1000 800 550 200 200

Cch [pF℄ 380 396 412 243 391 267 333
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Figure 2: Experimental I-V urves of the eMIM (irles) and �tting urves of P-F emission

(solid lines) for di�erent temperatures.
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Figure 3: a) Charateristis of P-F emission at various temperatures for high voltages.

b) Charateristis of Ohmi ondution at various temperatures for low voltages. Experi-

mental values are represented as irles, whereas solid lines orrespond to model �ttings.
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Figure 4: Cirles: Nyquist plots measured when di�erent onstant voltages are applied

suessively to the eMIM apaitor. The ontinuous plots are �ttings of the experimental

results using the MIEC model of Figure 5.

Figure 5: Mixed ioni and eletroni ondution iruital model, whih ontemplates e�ets

assoiated to two di�erent mobile harge speies.
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Figure 6: 14-hour experiment in whih a sequene of bias voltages was applied to the

devie in 2 h intervals. Plot a) shows the sequene of voltages applied, plot b) the C-V

urves measured at the end of eah 2 h period at onstant voltage. Dotted lines orrespond

to C-Vs measured after applying -0.6 V, and ontinuous lines after applying 0.6 V. The

table indiates the position of the bottom of the C-V (voltage shift, Vsh) after eah bias

voltage appliation.
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Figure 7: BIT1 and BIT0 atuation and sensing waveforms. Appliation of BIT1 (BIT0)

waveforms tends to inrease (derease) the voltage shift of the C-V harateristi of the

devie [31℄.

Figure 8: Sigma-Delta ontrol arhiteture applied to the eMIM apaitors.
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Figure 9: Evolution of ∆C(t) for an experiment in whih BIT1 and BIT0 symbols were

alternated in intervals of 4h eah. BIT parameters: V +
=0.6 V, V −

=-0.6 V, Ts=900 ms,

δ=1/4. Capaitane is measured at 10 KHz. The values of the voltage shift alulated at

the end of eah BITx stress are also desribed.
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Figure 10: Groups of Nyquist plots at bias voltages: 0 V, 40 mV and 70 mV after eah step

of the experiment reported in Figure 9. Eah group of three Nyquist plots is measured

at time intervals of 4 h. The bottom graph is a zoom of the Nyquist plots. The Nyquist

plots hange their order depending on the history of the atuation waveform applied.
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Cth (pF)

Figure 11: Experiment in whih the sequene of threshold values listed above was applied.

BITx parameters: V +
=0.6 V, V −

=-0.6 V, Ts=1 s and δ=1/5. Top plot: Evolution of the

di�erential apaitane, ∆C measured during the experiment. Bottom plot: Evolution of

the average bitstream.
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Figure 12: C-V harateristis measured at the end of eah ontrol step in the experiment

of Figure 11. The table indiates the voltage shifts obtained after eah step.
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Figure 13: Experiment in whih the sequene of threshold values listed above was applied.

Parameters: V
+
=0.6 V, V

−

=-0.6 V, Ts=1 s and δ=1/5. Top plot: Time evolution of the

di�erential apaitane, ∆C. Bottom plot: Evolution of the average bitstream during the

experiment.
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Figure 14: C-V harateristis obtained at the end of eah ontrol in the experiment of

Figure 13. The table indiates the voltage shifts obtained after eah step.
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